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eating a late lunch

there’s a wolf on my table
and he circles my plate
he howls Kansas moon monsters
I order fox meat and mud

The waitress brought her thighs
pencil tucked in
the cuff of her nylon days
she won’t let you read
her eyes spell ghost men
phantom hands long behind
when she was 24
they held her hips
as rattle truck whales
cascaded movie screens of white
across motel matinee walls
outside road high stormy seaways
sharks with no fin
boats with no port

here in this rest stop
the men have guts blooming
in white t-shirts cradled
ulcers long time swallowed and
rolled over bacon stripped backwards
they yell and snore in one breath
if you look close at their beards
you see it’s choke weed poison oak
that has grown into their faces
long since they’ve laid devil dimes down
and bet away the dove wings

this wolf on my table
he’s licking my face
love bites my cheek
sniffs at my hair
with a low growl tremor
he tells me to reach
into my coat pocket

my left eye twitches
a man drops his spoon…



That Poem

I wish I had that poem
the one I almost wrote in the hall.
the one that was like some fat fish
all red and purple muscle with big O mouth
gasping on wet rock with slated gills and thick white lips
the one that made her smooth out her ratty hair
with limp warm hands
that I locked fingers with in a car
the one like a leech bloated on thigh meat
I wish I had that poem
the one like a patch of green zucchini busting up
through a gray sidewalk with it’s vines and leaves
coiled around a red fire hydrant
the one that called on Saturday morning
and spoke like some old mouth from far away
the one that stared like a barn owl and waited
the one that made her smooth out her skirt
with limp warm skinless hands
the one that turned into three white hairs
above my left ear



red oranges

I was at a party
smoking had been limited
to the basement
where I was
and a piece of paper
from my cigarette
lifted into the air
and floated for half a second
glowing red before it winked out
making me think of you.
a small man in overalls
came down and joined me
with dark red hair
a big nose
and small friendly eyes
he had a wooden case
with lines of dead butterflies
pinned to a board.
he was showed me it,
resting on the TV
he said, “Habiscus Homcumus!”
and pointed to a small
butterfly in the corner
velvet red with white specks,
looked like something you’d pin to your collar
if you were going to the prom in the 1950s.

the man in the overalls with red hair explained
that this particular butterfly
lives near the tops of volcanoes
and that he had to ride in an air balloon
to the top of Mount Tikkipee
and that it was very hot, but these wonderful
insects hovered in wavering volcanic charged air
that his eyebrows were singed off
and his lips dried and began to peel
yet still here, they
swimming in their mysterious clouds
“It was like being underwater,” he said,
“and seeing a school of fish.”

he left the case on the table and went back up to the party
I opened it and retrieved the small red butterfly,
I stuck it on the bed of my tongue. it dissolved like sugar
I would travel through swamps and urban wastelands
to put this taste into your mouth.
to kaleidoscope your vision with tiny bits of burning paper
floating in swarms and winking orange and red
orange and red.
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